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HQ.Washington (CNN) President Donald Trump is facing an unprecedented level of turmoil as the
impeachment investigation into his conduct with Ukraine continues to unfold. And it's no secret that
the President has been looking for a way to remove his top aides and even himself from the
investigation. In the wake of testimony from Trump's allies about a quid pro quo scheme to have
Ukraine investigate Joe Biden in exchange for military aid, the President is becoming more and more
frustrated. A recent New York Times article outlined how people close to Trump began fearing that
he might actually try to get Ukraine to investigate the former vice president -- and his son Hunter.
Two of the President's close political advisers -- Trump's former personal attorney, Michael Cohen,
and Giuliani -- claimed the President told them about a quid pro quo. That would be a clear violation
of campaign finance laws. If he did that, it's possible that he also violated the emoluments clauses of
the Constitution. The White House has flatly denied that the President did anything wrong, but
Trump's defenders have been desperately working to discredit Cohen and Giuliani in the eyes of the
public -- and to help the President. Without naming them, Trump called Cohen a "liar" and claimed
he wouldn't hire Cohen again, even though he had to have known Cohen would turn on him. In
addition to their ongoing search for dirt on Biden, the President also appears to be afraid that Lev
Parnas, who is Giuliani's business partner, could be put on the witness list by the House, which he
said would be "political death" for him. A former Soviet counterintelligence officer, Parnas
reportedly detailed the President's dealings with Biden to the House and Senate Intelligence
Committees in private testimony. While the President says he wouldn't hire Cohen, he still uses
Cohen and Giuliani on other matters. Cohen was in the room as Trump railed against former Trump
lawyer and fixer Michael Cohen and his sentencing date. Just days before Cohen was sentenced, he
appeared with Trump and Giuliani on a Fox News segment. Cohen was being sentenced for lying to
Congress and, as part of his plea deal, he
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